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October 9, 2014
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John F. Kennedy Memorial Union
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Dayton, OH 45469

11:30 am - 1:30 pm

This new roundtable event, which will be held in several cities throughout the state this fall, brings together 
corporate CEOs, presidents and senior executives with OFIC member institution presidents and academic 

deans to openly discuss the challenges of workforce development, the economic advancement of Ohio and the 
role of independent higher education in Ohio as a resource for talent.  Lunch will be provided.

James Malz, President, Ohio Market, JPMorgan Chase (the third largest employer in Ohio) will 
provide corporate examples of human capital hiring challenges, ideas on how JPMorgan Chase is 
addressing these challenges and the effective partnership the company has developed with OFIC 
and Ohio’s independent colleges.  During this session attendees will also have the opportunity, 
in an open forum, to discuss their corporate hiring needs/challenges with college representatives 
and others in attendance.

Dan Curran, President, University of 
Dayton, will share how UD and other 
independent colleges in Ohio are producing 
top graduates that are ready to advance 
into corporate Ohio and careers around the 
world.

William Whistler, President, Shook 
Construction Company, will discuss the 
value of supporting private higher education 
in Ohio as a way to positively influence the 
future hiring pool with workforce ready 
graduates and the strength of connection 
between the Dayton business community-
support of OFIC and its 34 member 
institutions.

Gordon Brollier, President, The Ohio Foundation 
of Independent Colleges (OFIC), will present data 
supporting the workforce readiness of graduates 
of OFIC member institutions and the increasingly 
critical need for corporate Ohio to establish new 
hiring connections among Ohio’s independent 
colleges’  pool of graduates.

Workforce ready college graduates: Where are they & how does my company find them?

Featured Speaker: 

Also hear from:

The Ohio Foundation
of Independent Colleges

Hosted by:

*Register for the roundtable by September 30 at ofic.org/events*
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From I-75, southbound (from Toledo)
Exit I-75 at #51 Edwin C. Moses Boulevard. Turn left and follow Edwin C. Moses Boulevard east to Stewart Street. Turn 
right and continue on Stewart Street to the University of Dayton entrance at College Park Avenue. Follow College Park 
Avenue to the visitor parking information center, and stop for a parking permit. 
From I-75, northbound (from Cincinnati)
Exit I-75 at #51 Edwin C. Moses Boulevard. Turn right and follow Edwin C. Moses Boulevard east to Stewart Street. Turn 
right and continue on Stewart Street to the University of Dayton entrance at College Park Avenue. Follow College Park 
Avenue to the visitor parking information center, and stop for a parking permit. 
From I-70, westbound (from Columbus)
Exit I-70 at I-675. Proceed southbound to state route 35. Take state route 35 west (toward Dayton) to I-75. Take I-75 south 
one exit to #51 Edwin C. Moses Boulevard. Turn left and follow Edwin C. Moses Boulevard east to Stewart Street. Turn 
right and continue on Stewart Street to the University of Dayton entrance at College Park Avenue. Follow College Park 
Avenue to the visitor parking information center, and stop for a parking permit. 
From I-70, eastbound (from Indianapolis)
Exit I-70 at I-75 south. Proceed southbound through Dayton and exit at #51 Edwin C. Moses Boulevard. Turn left and 
follow Edwin C. Moses Boulevard east to Stewart Street. Turn right and continue on Stewart Street to the University of 
Dayton entrance at College Park Avenue. Follow College Park Avenue to the visitor parking information center, and stop 
for a parking permit.

Directions/Parking


